
Take Control With the Most Powerful and 
Reliable Remote Control Cleaner Ever Made!

Here are a few reasons as to why 
Aquabot Turbo T-RC is the most 
powerful and reliable remote 
controlled cleaner available:

●● Energy●efficient●operation:●Total●pool●
maintenance●cost●saving●of●up●to●50%

●● Patented●turning●system●works●without●
additional●motors,●gears●or●pistons

●● Completely●cleans●pools●up●to●50’●long●in●
as●little●as●2●hours!

●● Self-contained:●NO●hoses,●filter●
connections,●installation●or●booster●pumps

●● No●lengthy●lateral●waterline●wear●and●tear●
movements●that●other●cleaners●incur

●● Cleans●ANY●pool●from●floor●to●waterline●
and●everywhere●in●between

●● 3-Directional●wireless●remote●control●
guidance●for●spot●cleaning

●● DeepClean™●rotating●brushes●loosen●and●
breakdown●stubborn●debris

●● Power●washing●jets●clean●corners,●seams●
and●pores●where●brushes●alone●can’t

●● Largest●capacity●reusable●filter●-●Over●13●
times●less●emptying●than●other●cleaners

The most powerful and reliable remote controlled swimming pool cleaner ever produced gives you the 
convenience and control to spot clean pools up to 50’ long, of any shape or surface.

At the touch of a button guide Aquabot® Turbo T-RC to spot clean virtually anywhere or let the automatic mode 
systematically clean your pool for you. Aquabot Turbo T-RC will scrub loose the stubborn debris, power wash 
out fine dirt from areas brushes can’t reach, vacuum everything into its own internal filter and microfilter and 
circulate the water for the healthiest and lowest maintenance swimming.

Self-contained, this is all completed without the need for sloppy hoses, cumbersome connections to your pool 
filter, costly to run booster pumps, installation, assembly or even you.  Simply plug Aquabot Turbo T-RC in and 
enjoy the savings of time and money.



Power & Reliability with You in Control!
Let Aquabot Turbo T-Remote Control clean your entire pool in 
half the time it takes other cleaners and with far greater reliability, 
power, performance and features.  Relax as Aquabot Turbo 
T-Remote Control cleans those areas other cleaners missed as 
your Aquabot works hard to save you money, and enjoy up to 50% 
total pool maintenance bill savings.

Feel good knowing that with the American made Aquabots you 
are doing your part to help the environment in addition to your 
wallet.  Aquabot Turbo T-Remote Control will reduce as much as 
80% of water loss and chemically treated water from entering the 
environment.  Its powerful circulation reduces energy consumption 
by raising pool water temperature so that pool heaters can run 
lower, and it equalizes chemical levels throughout, decreasing the 
wasteful and harmful overtreatment by chemicals.

In fact, Aquabot Turbo T-Remote Control can lower your chemical 
consumption by as much 30% and with an operating cost of about 
1/30th that of pressure side cleaners your energy savings alone will 
pay for your Aquabot in as little as one season.  Of course if you 
prefer to take control, Aquabot Turbo T-Remote Control will let you 
do just that.  At the touch of a button you can direct its pinpoint 
forward / reverse movements and radius arc turn to maneuver and 
clean when and where you want to.

Working without hoses, the pool filter or costly to run booster 
pumps, Aquabot Turbo T-Remote Control operates independently 
with its own reusable microfilter, vacuum pump and drive motor 
with navigation sensory built-in.  Simply plug into its 24V power 
supply and press a button.  That’s it.  Nothing is more reliable or 
capable.  Here are a few more reasons why:

• Unique systematic floor turning movements provides greater 
emphasis on-the-floor where the majority of the dirt resides, 
reducing wear and tear other cleaners incur by requiring wasteful 
overlapping and lateral waterline movements just to move about 
the pool (spending up to 70% of their cleaning time on the walls) 
or attempting to learn a pool’s various dimensions.

• The systematic cleaning movements ensure complete coverage 
of ANY pool without getting stuck in odd shaped areas.

• Rotating DeepClean™ brushes work in tandem with patented 
power washing jets to loosen waterline build-up and clean 
where brushes can’t, including corners, seams and pores.

• Dirt and debris are vacuumed in through the largest vacuum 
port openings (for larger debris allowance) that are easily 
customizable for lower depth reach to pick up fine heavy sand, 
silt and pollen and greater water volume intake.

Rotating brushes break down debris while power washing jets flush up 
hard to reach dirt as the internal pump and filter easily vacuum it away.

Specifications
Designed for Pools: Up to 50’ length of any shape or surface

Suggested Cleaning Time: 2-3 Hours

Auto Shut-Off: Yes, automatically shuts off when cleaning cycle 
is completed

Customization: Yes, digital power supply allows for up to a 1 to 7 
hours cleaning cycle or automatic operation with 
existing or new pool auto-control equipment

Filtration: Self-contained, reusable 34-quart capacity; Large 
leaves to fine particles – down to 2 microns

Filtration Circulation/Volume: 5,000 gallons per hour

Pump Motor: Brushless, individually sealed with lubricating, 
heat-dissipating oil for longer motor life

Drive Motor: Brushless Individually sealed, oil-free, water-cooled

Cord: 61’ Buoyant thermoplastic rubber - No chlorine 
corroding Kevlar®

Power Supply: CoolTouch™ All-weather resistant

Operating Protection: Reset Button protects from out-of-water or 
unintentional operation

Operating Cost: Approximately 5¢ per cleaning cycle

Wattage: 140 Watts

Voltage: 115 V / 60Hz, 24V at cleaner

Warranty: 3 Years prorated / 200 cycles

Safety & Reliability: Cleaner, cord and power supply are ETL listed to 
UL Standards - the highest safety and reliability 
certification in the industry

Unit Dimensions / Weight: 16” x 15” x 13” / 19 lbs.

Shipping Dimensions / Weight: 17.5” x 17” x 19” / 37.25 lbs.

For more information and product recommendation for your specific pool 
call: 800-221-1750 or visit our website: AquaProducts.com
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Aquabot® TURBO TRC, its Power Supply and Floating Cable 
are ETL Listed to UL Standard 1081, the highest certification 
for safety and reliability in the industry.


